Abstract Under the demand of strategic air traffic flow management and the concept of trajectory based operations (TBO), the network-wide 4D flight trajectories planning (N4DFTP) problem has been investigated with the purpose of safely and efficiently allocating 4D trajectories (4DTs) (3D position and time) for all the flights in the whole airway network. Considering that the introduction of large-scale 4DTs inevitably increases the problem complexity, an efficient model for strategiclevel conflict management is developed in this paper. Specifically, a bi-objective N4DFTP problem that aims to minimize both potential conflicts and the trajectory cost is formulated. In consideration of the large-scale, high-complexity, and multi-objective characteristics of the N4DFTP problem, a multi-objective multi-memetic algorithm (MOMMA) that incorporates an evolutionary global search framework together with three problem-specific local search operators is implemented. It is capable of rapidly and effectively allocating 4DTs via rerouting, target time controlling, and flight level changing. Additionally, to balance the ability of exploitation and exploration of the algorithm, a special hybridization scheme is adopted for the integration of local and global search. Empirical studies using real air traffic data in China with different network complexities show that the proposed MOMMA is effective to solve the N4DFTP problem. The solutions achieved are competitive for elaborate decision support under a TBO environment.
Introduction
In recent decades, the ever-growing air traffic demands lead to a high level of saturation in the airspace, which results in increasing safety concerns, annoying flight delays, and even pollutions. Flight trajectories planning becomes one of the key generic enablers to fulfill performance objectives of next-generation air traffic management (ATM) systems for dealing with this situation.
According to a flight plan, flight trajectories planning initializes a reference trajectory in order to compel an aircraft into a planned trajectory so as to avoid potential conflicts and allow for some optimality with respect to a given business and efficiency need or environmental criterion.
1,2 Generally, it could be roughly classified into three generic categories. The first one is strategic-level trajectories planning, which meets the requirement of air traffic flow management (ATFM) to facilitate a safe and efficient operation of the ATM system through planning based on a network-wide view.
3 Trajectories are generated for future with a macroscopic-level description in this phase. The second category is pre-tactical planning. To realize one or several trajectories conflict-free during the whole journey before departure, it usually concerns adjusting the flight trajectory to avoid static obstacles and predicting possible conflicts with minimization objectives involving flying distance, travel time, or fuel consumption. 4, 5 The third category concerns trajectories in a tactical level. It usually optimizes or predicts parts of the trajectories considering realtime situations by adjusting aircraft heading or velocity. Related topics include local confliction resolution, 6 target time control, 7 and so on. However, due to the lack of a full consideration of the overall airspace, short-term or local planning could bring a ''domino effect" 8 and is used as a step following strategic-level trajectories planning.
Strategic-level trajectories planning is the scope of this paper. In this phase, large-scale flight trajectories within a given period of time, usually more than double-digit trajectories, are planned or optimized on a national scale such as in the United States, 9 French, 10 and China, 11 or on a continental scale like in Europe.
12 Its primal intent is for congestion smoothing and efficiency promotion through well-considered network operational planning. Under this scenario, existing papers proposed different kinds of strategies and network models. Early works mainly focused on flow optimization over a sector network. Mixed 0-1 integer programming models to minimize flight delays with constraints of airports and sector capacities were most common. 9,13 Delahaye et al. 10 and Zhang et al.
11 proposed multi-objective models to generate flight plans with minimum delay cost and congestion. Since these planning models failed to consider the detailed airspace complexity, it is too loose and macroscopical to simply ensure flight operation safety by hourly capacity constraints and congestion metrics.
With technological advances of navigation and communication, the concept of 4D trajectory based operation (TBO) have gradually become reality in next-generation ATM systems. In the case of strategic planning, flight trajectories, therefore, could be specified to a sequence of 3D points as well as reliable and achievable timestamps at which a flight reaches these points, called target time of arrival (TTA), and constraints imposed over the TTA are referred as controlled time over (CTO).
14 Besides, trajectory information with greater precision and predictability 15 enables network-wide conflict management in the strategic phase. Therefore, instead of trying to satisfy sector capacity constraints like what macroscopic models do, recent works have been concerned on a microscopic representation of traffic without any pre-structured network. These advanced works are devoted to directly solve a potential spatial or temporal conflict occurring within a detection region In reality, the en-route airspace is constituted by an intricate airway network (AN). The AN is designed to connect thousands of airports and ground-based infrastructures and navigational aids so that flights can follow a sequence of crossing waypoints (CWs) 20 throughout a travel. Although 4D flight trajectories planning is advanced compared to current methods to relieve the constraints of the AN in a sense that precise control and information a reutilized, for now, an AN structure is still required for large-scale 4DTs at the moment. Many works have been proposed using the AN to generate 4DTs with the purpose of strategic conflict management. 21, 22 These papers utilized the same sequential conflict detection method based on a pairwise strategy which tests each pair of sampling points of two probed trajectories. Unfortunately, it is far more timeconsuming and conservative than just detecting the possible conflicting area. Nonetheless, the network structure does pose less challenges for the safety of an operation.
23
To inherit the advantages of the conflict detection and the network structure, conflict regions are employed around the CWs of the AN and then utilized to de-conflict 4D en-route trajectories in this paper. Trajectories throughout the network are adjustable in four dimensions, but may inevitably cause an unfavorable growth of fuel costs and flight delays compared to original planning. Hence, it is important to simultaneously consider safety and efficiency issues when making a 4D flight trajectory plan. A bi-objective network-wide 4D flight trajectories planning (N4DFTP) optimization problem is formulated to reconcile this conflict by producing 4DTs in the whole network with minimum conflicts as well as trajectory modification costs.
In order to solve this large-scale, highly-complex, and biobjective problem effectively, this paper utilizes the framework of a memetic algorithm which incorporates the advantages of an evolutionary algorithm [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and multiple local search operators, 29 and presents a multi-objective multi-memetic algorithm (MOMMA). The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) 24 is implemented as the global search in the MOMMA. To further reduce the spatio-temporal complexity among trajectories, a metric called trajectories interaction (TI) is defined to indicate the degree of interaction between trajectories. On the basis of this metric, three local search operators provide specific local improvements including rerouting, departure time and TTA tuning, and flight level adjustment, to separate highly related trajectories. The three concerted operators can deeply exploit the solution space and enable the algorithm to converge towards fitter solutions. Furthermore, MOMMA adopts the ideas of weighted fitness and simulated heating 30 for hybridization of local search operators to global operators. Finally, MOMMA is evaluated to be beneficial for solving the N4DFTP problem using a regionalsize AN and flight plan data in China. Afterwards, a national-size experiment applies a dynamic updating scheme, i.e., sliding time window, to further reduce the problem complexity. It verifies the performance of MOMMA for its practical application under a TBO environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the network and the conflict detection model are introduced.
